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To

facilitate the

spread of literacy in China, several

lists

quently-used Chinese characters have been published in the

of
last

fre-

70

The number of characters in each list does not exceed 8,000. The
number of character types in each Chinese book such as the 25 Dynasty
years.

Histories published in the past 2,000 years also does not exceed this

number. Even when synchronous dictionaries already accumulated over
30,000 distinct characters, writers of large volumes normally used only
4,000 to 8,000 characters. The range of 4,000 to 8,000 morphemes then
is

proposed as the optimal number of

linguistic

symbols for human ma-

nipulation.

Number of frequently-used

1.

characters

Comprehensive Chinese dictionaries list over 50,000 distinctive Chinese characMany of these characters are no longer in use. From the articles in J. Wang

ters.

1995

I

collected the following counts of frequently-used characters in practical

lexicons or pedagogically oriented frequency books. (These references are cited in
J.

Wang

1995 and are therefore not given

in

range from 2,000 to slightly over 7,000. The

our

titles

own

References.) These counts

of the volumes are given to help

the reader understand their orientation.

Chen Heqin PUfi^ (1928, Practical Lexicon for

(1)

quial style

Collo-

imzm^^m

Sichuan Education College

^W^WMPtW^ (1946,

Frequently Used Characters fitM^F-JW)
Chinese Comprehensive Dictionary Editorial Board

^\MM^%kM^L (1954, List of 3,500 Characters for
^^IEb 35OO^0)

Learning

:

Education Department of Shantong Province

lMM^$k WI§ (1958, List of Frequently-Used Characters
in

Putonghua

MM£MfB¥0)

Secondary and Primary School Textbook Editorial Board
of Education Bureau of Beijing City

itp^m^m^mmtmgM (1955, ust ofFreUsed Characters ^M^-0)
Chinese Character Section of Committee on Chinese Lan-

quently

4,444
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^P^^C^^M^m^M^^

guage Reform
(1975, List
of 4, 500 Characters 4 5
Ministry of Communication of People's Republic of
(1983, Standard Tele-

0^0)

7,292

China^X^MfPllnR

graphic CodefigXfiMM^)
Language Teaching Department of Beijing Language

4,574

stitute

In-

itP.mmmmmmmm^m 0985, Frequency

list of Chinese Characters /M^-0^0)
Language Commission HKlg"B'^^Xf1^M# (1988,

3,500

List

of Frequently-Used Characters

The term 'frequently-used

characters'

may

in

Modern Chinese

*

\

num-

give an impression that the

ber of characters was drastically reduced for elementary learning and literacy

promotion. However, T'sou
Taipei,

et al.

1997 show that current Chinese newspapers

Hong Kong, and Singapore used

fore reasonable to say that a

few thousand characters

modern

pressions of most matters and events in

When we examine books

the

th

first

century used only slightly over

80 and the

last

It is

in

there-

will suffice for linguistic ex-

times.

we still see a similar number of
Dream of the Red Mansion {frlf{f%r) from
4,000 characters. As it is quite certain that

of earlier times,

characters used. For example, the novel
the 18

about 4,000 distinct characters.

40 chapters were written by two different individuals.

I

used the electronic version offered by Yuanze University of Taiwan to tabulate the
characters separately as follows:

CHARACTER
TOKENS

(2)

TYPES
80 Chapters

%Ltg^m$0m

Last 40 Chapters

%If$^f£40[a]

All 120 Chapters

%Ejg^l20 [Ml

First

The

book had over 730,000 character tokens. But only 4,501 distinct
th
were used. In the same 18 century, the dictionary Kangxi Zidian

entire

characters

(IftP&^ft) published

in

1716 already collected a

total

of 47,035

distinct charac-

The fact that out of the available 47,000 distinct characters only a few thousand of them were employed in a novel full of poems and descriptions of social

ters.

institutions

and personal feelings should be regarded as something significant
use of linguistic symbols. In the following sections I will show that

human

about

during the past 2,000 years the number of distinct Chinese characters increased i

from 9,000 to over 56,000. But individual authors used only a few thousand charThis small number has been a constant across historical stages.

acters.

2.

The

Accumulation of Chinese characters
oracle writing of 3,300 years ago had about 5,000 distinct characters.

generally agreed that 3.000 of them are
characters

(M

were

created,

and

the

now

1986

recognizable.

edition

of the

It

is

Over time, additional

Hanyu Da Zidian

(3)

DATE
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issue further in the following sections.

3.

How many words

Traditionally a

know?'

is

way

do you know?
answer

to find the

to the question

'how many words do you

through experiments. In such experiments subjects were asked to iden-

tify known words from randomly selected pages of a dictionary, and the statistics
were projected to cover the entire repertoire of the lexicon (Crystal 1995). Crystal
1995 states that English speakers can have 31,500 to 56,250 words in their active
vocabulary and 38,300 to 76,350 words in their passive vocabulary. Miller &

Gildea 1991

state that in the

United States high school graduates

mally have 80,000 words in their vocabulary. Thus

at

i

age 17 nor-

in the first 16 years

of

life

they

acquired 5,000 words per year or 13 words per day on average.

Do we
we

indeed have 31,000 or 80,000 words

actually able to use that

words

in

many words?

I

in

our active vocabulary? Are

have proposed to use the number of

various books to help find the answer (Cheng 1997, 1998). First of

all, in

English the inflectional endings change a word into several graphic forms. For ex-

ample, the nine words below are derived from the basic forms of 'write' and
'kick':

(4)

write, writes, wrote, writing, written, kick, kicks, kicked, kicking

We

can say that these nine words are 'graphic words' and the two basic

forms are the 'concept words'.
returning

words ending

to the basic forms.

I

wrote a computer program to lemmatize words by

in -s, -ed, -ing, -ly, -er, -est

Following

is

a

list

and various forms of pronouns

of words that show the inflected and basic

forms:
(5)

ABILITIES: ABILITY

ABRASIVELY: ABRASIVE
ABRASIVES: ABRASIVE
BUILDERS: BUILDER
BUILDING: BUILD
BUILDS: BUILD
BUILT: BUILD

COOLED: COOL
COOLER: COOL
COOLEST: COOL
COOLING: COOL
ME:

I

I ran the program on scores of electronic English texts obtained from the
Web. The numbers show a consistent pattern. No matter how long the books are,
the concept words used range from about 4,000 to 8,000 in number. Some exam-

ples are given below:
(6)

TOKEN

i

'

C. C.

87,044
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MONO-

POLY-

SYLLABIC

SYLLABIC
100,000

TITLE

Chinese Comprehensive Dictionary

Board cfJg^f^^Jll

Editorial

(1937,

10.000

30,000

Guoyu

He fnj^

Cidianffljgf&tjfe)

(1976,

Guoyu Ribao

ZidianSmB$g¥m
6,000

50,000

Beijing Foreign Language College English

Department

Uln^
ary

56,000

itttft-W&W^L

(1978, Chinese-English Diction-

MMMM)

Chinese

Academy of Social

Linguistics Institute

fp ra^Jf (1980,

J

Modern Chinese

arymwMmmm.
3,994

90,000

Science

4 ^fdl#f4^^

Fu and ChenffUlf

*

Diction-

WM^ (1982.

Frequently-Used Word Dictionary
2,116

90,000

LiuglM

( 1

984,

Modern Chinese Word

List?Mft7Ms§sHj0)

51^*

4,000

58,000

Zhang

9,700

48,000

Lietal.

(1986, Words gffffft

^Wlfe^F

(}9S8,

New

Chinese

Dictionary gffMMs§5*IM)
13,000

80,000

Wu^

60,400

Chinese Pinyin Lexicon Editing

il (1988, Old and Modern
Chinese Practical Dictionary

GroupMlgHmiWliSTl (1991,
800

80,000

Chi-

nese Pinyin Lexicon Msaiff'sn^JS)
Beijing Foreign Language University

English Department

itttft-WMJ^

rPiln^ (1995, Chinese -English Dictionary
13,000

36,000

,000

28,000

?MM*/M)

Ye and Huang MalM Mf&B (1996,
Longman New Advanced Chinese Die'

tionary
1 1

MP^^jZKM^f^m

Minfxlf1^ ( 1 997, Modern Chinese Usage Dictionary MftMMMz£s¥M)

Many of the words here are combinations of morphemes and other words.
They do not have to be memorized. Moreover, the commonly used ones are not as
numerous as the figures would show. For example, T'sou et al. 1997 found over
40,000 'words' in the newspapers in Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taipei. But the
highest occurring 5,000 to 7,000 words cover 90% of the texts:

C. C.
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COVERAGE

(10)

90%
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HONGKONG

TAIPEI

7.477

5,005

5,043

that even in terms of words, the optimal number is not very
have to study the morphological organization of words in Chinese
in detail to be able to differentiate those that have to be memorized and those that
can be derived from morphological rules and patterns.

Thus we can say

We

large.

1

will

Language cognition

5.

We

have used 'characters', 'graphic words', and 'concept words' in printed matargue for the view that the human capacity for manipulation of linguistic
symbols has a limit around 8,000 units. We see no problem in extending this view

ters to

of those

to the capacity

who

are not literate.

some people may have

zation,

tive speakers

Earlier

memory,

As we know, with
But

a larger vocabulary.

literate

and speciali-

effort

or not, mature na-

of any language possess similar powers of language use.
cited

I

Darwin's view

single words, like

that 'as there

is

powers of the

a limit to the

whole languages, gradually become

phrase 'powers of the memory'

is

perhaps the right word.

We

extinct'.

use a

The

finite set

of

elements to make up other words. The words are combined to make up phrases
and sentences. The powers for combination are fairly high. But I have shown that
there

due

a limit to

is

morphemes

we can actively manipulate. This
memory locations or cells for the

that

of physical

to the finiteness

linguals or multilinguals generally have the

physical

memory

other language
the

first

locations

would have

memory

cannot be

reason that

bi-

for each language. If

factor, then those who speak anmemory of what had been occupied by
of powers is a matter of memory function

were the determining
to replace the

language. Therefore the limit

rather than

same powers

limit

location.

New words appear, and old words become extinct. This is a fact of language.
have proposed a level of optimal manipulation of linguistic symbols for the
maintenance of a constant 4,000-8,000 range of characters in the 25 Dynasty Histories over time. In daily life, names of acquaintances fade away with time. With

I

we

effort
ties

can retrieve them. So are words. Various linguistic functions and activinumber of symbols for manipulation can

associated with the proposed optimal

be profitably studied

in

conjunction with the studies of

memory and

other aspects

of cognition.
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